
$460,000

Creation of the Continuum of Care position and
integration into UCAN has immediately allowed greater
prevention efforts and capability for systems change

Agencies have created and
implemented an educational video for
new tenants to help  with placement 

seniors assisted to prevent eviction or utility
disconnection. UCAN partners have demonstrated
an expanded flexibility in operations in to tailor to

senior needs and keep them housed

85

households saved from threat of
homelessness with rent, utilities,

and other basic assistance

350
applications submitted through the UCANapply.org online

application, allowing agencies to receive assistance
applications for non-UCAN programs as well

1,552
financial assistance calls

received by 211

7,749

of UCAN clients did not
unexpectedly return this year

92%
of UCAN related 211 calls

successfully had their need met

91%

Senior assistance is more
necessary now than ever, as

seniors who planned to
temporarily leave the work

force due to COVID have not
returned yet, if ever

Landlords have been forced to ask more
of tenants due to economic struggles,

often requiring first and last month's rent
of new tenants. Engagement with

landlords is even more important now
than ever

Partnership with Legal Aid provides insights into
struggles members may have been unaware of

before, for instance due to Ohio having many strict
laws regarding license forfeiture, increased

advocacy and assistance is needed to ensure
those who need to get to work are able to find

transportation or means to have license reinstated

Deeper engagement with landlords to strengthen
relationships and learn directly from them, in order to

house and learn to house difficult to house clients

Increasing advocacy on topics such as
the drivers license topic discussed above
and advocating for transition aged youth

Used car prices increasing, repairs now need to
be made to cars that previously would not have
been worth it; finding trustworthy shops crucial


